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INTRODUCTION

In recent years great interest has developed in the study of the role of the semi-

permanent centers of action as they affect weather conditions averaged over several days.
An examination of the daily synoptic and upper air charts indicates that although these
centers of action have closed isobaric systems at the ground (e.g., the Aleutian and
Icelandic lows) they often appear at upper levels as sinusoidal disturbances of the average
zonal distribution of pressure.

In a recent paper* Rossby found an important relationship between the velocity of
movement (c) of these sinusoidal disturbances, the wave lengths (L) and the velocity of
the undisturbed geostrophic wind (U) e.g.: c = U - (ßD /4712) where ß is the rate of change
of the Coriolis parameter (j= 2Q sin 0) along a meridian circle, Q is the angular velocity
of the earth's rotation and 0 is the latitude.

The importance of this formula resides in the fact that it indicates when the centers
of action will move eastward, westward or remain stationary (c~o). Such movements
are of fundamental importance in forecasting procedure since these centers are con-
trolling factors in weather situations (e.g.: a trough at the three kilometer level is

associated with precipitation, hence the prediction of the movement of this trough en-
ables a prediction as to where precipitation will spread).

The case treated by Rossby was that of an infinite horizontal layer. However infinite
layers cannot exist on the earth. As a better approximation to actual conditions Haur-
witzt treated the case of a finite horizontal layer. He obtained the expression:

ß J UD2 Lc = U - 4112 tU+D2r

where D is the horizontal width of the disturbance (see Fig. 2).
Another important factor which has been neglected heretofore is the effect of shear

on the movement of perturbations in the prevailing westerlies. It is the primary purpose
of this paper to extend the investigations of the horizontal perturbations by determining
the effects of shear upon their movements. In treating the case of shear, the method of
circulation integrals wil be used. V. Bjerknes first made extensive use of the circulation
theorems and some fruitful interpretations of them were made by Hoiland.¡ We will
show first how these integrals are to be used by applying them to the cases of the infinite
and finite horizontal layers where no shear is present. Then the case of shear will be
considered for both infinite and finite layers.

The first chapter of the paper deals with the method of circulation integrals, indicating
how it is to be applied to wave phenomena. The actual applications of the circulation
integral to the single layer of finite and infinite widths, and the double layer are carried
out in Chapters II and III. In these chapters, formulas for the velocity, the length of the

stationary wave and critical wave length of each case are developed. Tables are com-
puted and diagrams constructed for the more interesting cases of stationary and critical
wave lengths.

* Rossby, c.-G.- The Relation Between Variations in the Intensity of the Zonal Circulation of the Atmosphere and
the Displacements of the Semi-Permanent Centers of Action.

t Haurwitz, B.-The Motion of Atmospheric Disturbances.
i Hoiland, E.-on the Interpretation and Application of the Circulation Theorems of V. Bjerknes.
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In the analysis of the single layer problem for both finite and infinite widths, two
different formulas for the velocity of a horizontal wave arise, depending upon whether
the stream function is a hyperbolic or a trigonometric function of the north-south co-

ordinate. The basis for the choice of stream function is discussed in Chapter II.
The author takes this opportunity to thank Dr. Sverre Petterssen, in charge of the

Meteorology Departmen t of Massachusetts Insti tu te of Technology, for his assistance and
encouragement in making this work possible. To Prof. Jorgen Holmboe of the University
of California, much gratitude must be expressed for many helpful conversations on the
subject matter of this paper and related matters. The author's deepest gratitude goes to

Helen L. Garstens for her sympathetic cooperation and able assistance in computing the
values for the tables and diagrams and in preparing this work for publication.



CHAPTER 1. THE METHOD OF CIRCULATION INTEGRALS

Hoiland* has given a new interpretation of the circulation theorems of V. Bjerknes
in so far as they can be applied to the investigations of the stability of perturbations in
general. In particular, the underlying dynamics of wave phenomena is illuminated by
this interpretation of the circulation theorems. For the purpose of this investigation, it is
necessary to set up the circulation integrals in a form as to apply to a horizontal wave
arising from a disturbance of the prevailing westerlies. The Coriolis force is the restoring
force of the wave. We will assume throughout that we are dealing with an incompressible
fluid (p = constant).

The equations of two-dimensional motion for an ideal fluid are given by the ex-
pressions:

(i)

r du app - = + pfv - -¡ dt ax
p dv = _ pfu _ ap .
dt ay

This in vectorial form is:

(ia) pv = - 2pOz X v - '\hp

where p is the density of the air, u and v are the x and y components of the velocity,
~z the vertical component of the earth's rotation, v= (dujdt)i+(dvjdt)j the horizontal
acceleration, and "12P the horizontal component of the pressure gradient. We neglect
the effect of gravity (-p 'icP, where cP is the geopotential) since the motion is restricted

to the horizontal plane. If (la) is integrated around a closed path, we get:

f V. or = - 2 f Oz X v. or
(2)

which may be called the circulation theorem for horizontal perturbations. p does not
appear since it is constant and may be cancelled out. or is the element of path. Figure i
indicates the path along which the integrals in (2) are
taken in the case of waves. The integral of the pressure Y
term vanishes since the gradient of pressure is a conserva-
tive vector (curl 'iP =0). In evaluating (2) a stream func-
tion may be introduced from which we obtain the com-
ponents of the acceleration v, given in (i). This stream
function will in general be a function of y (the north-south
axis). Some interesting properties of the wave motion we
are to consider emerge from an analysis of this stream

FIG. i. Showing the path along which
function. These will be discussed in a later chapter. the integrals are taken in the case of

waves.

(-------sr----nn.~i i~r :~i !, i¡ sr'¡ sr ¡"'---- -----~---------_.

x

* Hoiland, E.-op. cit.
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CHAPTER II. SINGLE LAYERS

1. SINGLE LAYERS OF FINITE WIDTHS

The closed path which we consider in the case of a horizontal wave is that through
the trough, crest and along the, two fixed boundaries. (For a wave of infinite extent the
boundaries are at infinity.) In Fig. 2 the path of integration is along ABCDA, AB being
the trough and CD the crest of the wave. The amplitude of the wave is indicated as .!y,
assumed to be infinitesimal in magnitude. It is assumed that there is an undisturbed
west-east velocity of flow U, and that the streamlines indicated in Fig. 2 arise as a result

y
I
I
I
i
I
I
i

0/2

c ,____ ..--'\ B
i
I

i ~o '---~ ô ----, A
-+-- L /4---l---------- L/2- - -- ----~i I. i i
014

i
i
I

X
FIG. 2. Showing the amplitude of the wave and the directions of the

accelerations within it.

of an infinitesimal perturbation of the undisturbed flow. If AB and CD move with the
velocity of the wave, then they will continue to pass through the' trough and crest
respectively. Thus within the area ABCD, steady state conditions will prevaiL. The
heavy arrows indicate the direction of the acceleration along each of the four sides.
Thus arrow I points in the direction of converging streamlines. The fluid obviously

accelerates in that direction. Similarly for arrow 3. The arrows 2 and 4 indicate the
direction of the accelerations along the trough and crest due to the curvature of the
streamlines there. Close to the fixed walls BC and DA there are no components of the
acceleration perpendicular to them. Along AB and CD the accelerations are perpendicu-
lar to the fixed walls and have no component .parallel to them since the streamlines do
not converge or diverge there. It is thus clear that the integral of the acceleration in the
direction ABCDA wil yield the same sign for each of the four components (AB, BC,
CD, DA) of the path (or being parallel to arrows I, 2,3 and 4 respectively). With these
points in mind, it follows immediately that equation (2) in this instance reduces by
means of equation (i) to the form:

6
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(3)
f f B dv f C du f D dv fA duv.k= -~+ -~+ -~+ -~
(ABCDA) A dt B dt C dt D dt

= - 2f Oz X v. or.
(ABCDA)

For a compressible fluid like the atmosphere, the integral around a closed path of equa-
tion (la) may be written in the form:

f v.or = - 2 f Oz X v'or - f a'i2p'or

where a = I j p is the specific volume. Here

- f a 'i2P' or

is the well known expression for the number of solenoids contained within the closed
path of integration (ABCDA). This is a small quantity for an average distribution of
temperature and pressure from north to south and therefore may usually be neglected.
However, close to a coastline where a large concentration of solenoids may occur, this
term may no longer be negligi ble. These solenoids consti tu te an external force which remains
fixed at a point. Such a force will cause a stationary wave to occur. The Coriolis force
however is a free force and can, of course, give rise to propagating waves.

Returning to equation (3) it is clear that a stream function ý;, may be introduced
since the effect of compressibility is being neglected. For example, assuming that ý;, is a
trigonometric function of the north-south variable y, we have:

(4)
~, 211

= Co cos - y sin ¡.x, - y(U - c) D
where the subscript r indicates motion relative to a system of coordinates moving at the
velocity c of the wave (e.g.: x,=x-ct). D is the width of the flow and ¡.=271jL, where
L is the wave length.

The stream function for relative coordinates may be introduced into equation (3)
making use of the relations:

d
v, = - (v - c),

dt
u, =

rJ ,
ay,

and
a~,v, =-.
ax,

The resulting equation simplifies considerably when second order terms are dropped.
Thus, since U,= (u -c) +u' and V,= v' (primes denoting disturbed values of the velocities)
we get:

d( ) a( ), a( ), a( ), a( ),- = -+u,-+ V,- = (U- c)-'dt at ax, ay, ax,
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Equation (3) therefore becomes:

f v.or = f v,' 

or =fAB
dv, f 0 du, fD dv, fA
- oy + - ox + - oy +dt B dt 0 dt D

= (U - c) f fAB (CfJ2Co COS Ày - UfJ2CO COS ÀY)OY ~

+ (U - c) f fBo (- CÀfJCO cos fJX, + UfJÀ cos fJX'~

4fJ2 (fJ2+À2)= -- Co(c - U)2 + 4ÀCo(c - U)2 = 4(C - U)2CO À

du,-ox
dt

(5)

= - 2 f Oz X v. or

SInce

sin fJX, = I, and

fBO du fAd;ox= D

sin Ày = I

du,-ox
dtf B dv, f D dv,

-oy = -oy,A dt 0 dt
along BC and AB respectively.

To evaluate the right hand part of equation (3) we note that OzX v. or vanishes along

the walls and hence need only be integrated along the trough and crest of the wave. This

z
NORTH

or B
..-nzxv

V
EAST

.ßi A:x V
ôY

SOUTH
x

FIG. 3. The direction of the vertical component Oz of the
earth's angular velocity and of the cross productOzXv within the
wave.

follows from the fact that OzX v is at right angles to or along the walls, whereas it is
parallel to or along the trough and crest (see Fig. 3). Along AB and CD, OzX v. or may
be written in the form Qzuoy so that we merely have to evaluate the integrals
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2 JAB Qzuoy + 2 JCD Qzuoy.

Qz is assumed to vary linearly in the y direction. * We may therefore make the substitu-
tion: 2Qz=2Qzo+ßy where

af 2Q cos fJß---- -
ay a

is constant. Here a is the earth's radius and Qzo is the value of the vertical componen t of the
earth's angular velocity at the origin. Thus:

2 J Qzuoy = 2Qzo J uoy + ß J yuoy.

The first integral on the right taken across AB and CD vanishes because of the continuity
assumptions (e.g.: the fluid is homogeneous and incompressible). Equation (3) therefore
reduces to the following form:

(6) (J.2+À2) JJB fD L4(C - U)2CO À = ß-l A yuoy + c yuoy r.

Since aý;, .
u = u, + c = - - + c = :! À(C - U)Co sin Ày + U

ay

along AB and CD respectively, we may integrate equation (6) by parts, e.g.:

ß JAB yuoy = (c - U) fßÀco JAB y sin ÀYoy ~ = - (c - U)ßCo JAB yo(cos ÀY)

= - (c - U)ßCo fy cos ÀY!: - JAB COS ÀYOY j

= -(c - U)ßCo fy cos Ày - :. sin Ày ~ :

2ßCo
= - - (c - U)

À

and similarly for the integral from C to D. The integral of Uyoy vanishes around a
closed path. Equation (6) therefore becomes:

(6a) (J.2+À2)4(C - U)Co À = 4ßCo--
À

or:

(7)
ß f UD2 j

c-U--
4112 D + D2

.

which is Haurwitz's formula.

* See Rossby, c.-G.-op. cit., p. 42, for justification of this assumption.
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2. SINGLE LAYERS OF INFINITE WIDTHS

From this analysis we can see the role played by the different forces entering into the
formation of the wave. As we go on to more complicated cases of waves (e.g.: double
layers) the same type of analysis wil make it possible to see clearly the physical basis
of the phenomenon. Thus equation (3) indicates that there is a balance of three forces
involved in producing the inertial wave we have been considering. They are:

1. The Curvature Forces (along AB and CD, see Fig. 4)
2. The Kinematic Restraint (along BC and DA)
3. The Coriolis Force.

The forces due to curvature along the trough and crest are given by the integral of the

c B

, .... ACCERATION--
D ,A

FIG. 4. The accelerations due to the curvature of /low and to the
presence of a boundary.

acceleration along AB and CD and are equal to (4p,2jX)CO(c- U)2. For suffciently deep
flow this is the only one which is important in balancing out the Coriolis force. This is
quite clear when we consider the term in equation (3) due to the kinematic restraint
4XCo(c- U)2. This term arises from the integration of the acceleration along BC and DA.
For wide layers X~o. For such layers, the following equation holds:

4,u2
- Co(c - U)2 =

À f 4ßCo- 2 Oz X v. or = - À (c - U)

or

ßUc=u--
4112

which is Rossby's formula. Ln other words, Rossby's formula states the existence of a
balance between the Coriolis. force:

(8)

2f Oz X v'or

and the forces due to streamline curvatuve along the trough and crest. From Fig. 4
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we note that the accelerations along the trough, crest and walls are cyclonic. The Coriolis
force is the third force which alone balances the other two.

With the introduction of the walls, a force which is due to the kinematic restraint
arises. This one is also cyclonic in direction and therefore shares with the curvature force
the task of balancing the Coriolis force. It is therefore to be expected that the frequency
II of the wave or its velocity for a given wave length will be affected by the kinematic
restraint introduced by the boundaries.

Before we proceed to the discussion of double layers, it is important to point out
some very interesting consequences of the assumption made in equation (4) that the
stream function is a trigonometric function of the north-south variable y.

3. THE STREAM FUNCTION ý;

Assuming a perturbation which is independent of the north-south direction and con-
sidering only the effect of the latitudinal variation of the Coriolis force, the velocity c

of the perturbation is given by equation (8). The assumption that underlies the above
result is that the perturbation velocity u', in the x' (or east-west) direction is independent
of the latitude (e.g.: u' is constant along they axis).

From the law of the conservation of absolute vorticity, it is not diffcult to obtain
the expression for the propagation of horizontal waves when u' is not constant in the y
direction. Thus from

d(t + l) = 0 where t = (av _ au)& ax ay
is the relative vorticity and¡ the Coriolis parameter, we obtain by neglecting terms of
order higher than the perturbation velocities u' or v':

(9)

a2v' a2u' f a2v' a2u'~---+U --- +ßv'=o.
atax aiay ax2 axay

Assuming horizontal incompressible motion, we may introduce a stream function ý; such
that:

(10)

aý; aý;
(U + u') = - -, v' = - .ay ax

If the stream pattern ý; is propagated at the constant velocity c in the x direction,
then we may express it in the form:

ý; = P sin ¡.(x - ct) - Uy

where P is now a function of y. Substituting this in (10) we get:

(ii) d2P _ P (¡.2 -~) = o.dy2 U - c
If P is cons tan t in the y direction then

d2P
- = 0 and
dy2 (¡.2 - ~ = 0)U - c

ß
or c = U - -

¡.2
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which is Rossby's result. The most general solution of (ii) is:

P = AeKy + Be-Ky,

where

f ß ~ i/2
K = - - ¡.2

u- C

is imaginary or real depending upon whether

ß
-.( or ). ¡.2.
u- C

It is of some interest to consider the meaning of these inequalities. If we take the
first one:

ß_.(¡.2
u- C

then K is imaginary and P can be expressed as a trigonometric function, e.g.:

P = C cos Ky.

If we define the lateral extent of the flow as D we can set K = À or

ß
;\2 = - - ¡.2

u- C

from which we get as the velocity c of the wave, the expression:

ß J VD2 LC = u - 4112 tv + D2 r .

When

ß_).¡.2
u- C

K is real and P can be expressed in terms of exponential or hyperbolic functions. If two
finite lateral boundaries are desired (e.g.: ý;=o along two different lines, see Fig. 5) it is
clear that a single hyperbolic function is not suffcient since the latter can vanish only
along a single line. This diffculty may be overcome~by using two hyperbolic functions
instead of one. Thus we may let:

(I 2a) ili = Ci sinh K(y + h) cos ¡.(x - ct)

for negative y (below the x axis), and

(I 2b) il2 = C2 sinh K(y - h) cos ¡.(x - ct)

for positive y (above the x axis).

Here Ý;i=O aty=-h and Ý;2=0 aty=+h which are the conditions required.
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This distinction between the use of hyperbolic and trigonometric functions does not
arise in the case of purely gravitational waves. In the latter case ß does not occur at all

y
,
i
I

+~
i
I
,

,
I
I

-~
I
I
,
,

x

7

FIG. 5

(ß=o). This gives rise to an equation similar to (ii) except that the term (ßj(U-c))
is not present. The resulting equation:

d2P
- - P¡.2 = 0
dy2

can only have hyperbolic solutions. It is for this reason that hyperbolic functions occur
in the velocity formulas for gravitational waves. Thus the velocity of t' wave in relatively
deep water is given by the expression:

g
C2 = - tanh h¡.

¡.

where h is the depth of-the water and g the acceleration of gravity.
In the case of waves whose restoring force is the earth's rotation, .we have two types

of streamlines to consider, each of which will give rise to a different expression for the
veloci ty.

For gravitational waves K = ¡.. But this is not the case as we have seen, when the
Coriolis force is considered. Thus when

"

ß_.(¡.2,
u- C

K=À (see Page 12). When

ß_:;¡.2
u- C

K is a measure of the damping effect (e.g.: as in P(Y),.e-KlI). Besides Kin (12) we have
h and h' which now measure the separation of the fixed walls instead of D (see Fig. 5).

It is worthwhile to obtain the amplitude of the streamlines and trajectories from the
stream function we have considered (equation (4)).
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4. AMPLITUDE OF THE TRAJECTORIES AND STREAMLINES

In a recent paper* Rossby showed that for the case of an infinite layer the ratio of
the amplitude of the trajectory to that of thestreamline is given by U/(U-c).it follows
from this that the particles move farther north than the streamlines indicate for eastward
moving waves, and not as far north as the streamlines indicate for westward moving
waves. It is evident that for finite layers, the amplitudes for both the trajectories and the
streamlines are influenced by the presence of the walls. We will determine just what that
influence is.

It should be borne in mind that the perturbations we are considering are infinitesimal,
so that all amplitudes are likewise infinitesimal and of the same order as Co. The ampli-
tude of the trajectory of a given particle within a fluid whose streamlines are given by
equation (4) is Co cos ÀY. This can be shown in the following manner: A given particle of
fluid at X, Y wil in general describe some closed path, as the disturbance ý;, defined by
equation (4), is propagated from west to east (see Fig. 6). If X, Yare the coordinates of

c B

o A

FIG. 6. Showing the trajectory X, Y of a particle around its mean position x, y.

this particle and x, y the geometric center of the closed path it describes, then it is
possible to express X, Y in terms of ý;(x, y, c) by the relationship:

dXu=-=
dt

dYv=-=
dt

_ aý; + J ~ (_ aý;) ox L

ay t ax ay r
aý; fa ( aý;) ~

+ - + - - - oy .
ax ay ax

However, the expressions within the parenthesis are second order terms and may there-
fore be dropped. Hence:

aý; dX--=-
ay dt and

aý; dY

ax dt

which with (4) yields:

(a) X = J dX dt = - J aý; dt = (U - c) J CoÀ sin Ày sin ¡.(x - ct)dt + Utdt ay
(13)

(b) Y = r dY dt = J aý; dt = (U - c) f Co¡. cos Ày cos ¡j(x - ct)dt.. dt ax
* Rossby, C. G.-Planetary Flow Patterns in the Atmosphere.
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Now the point x, y around which the particle described the trajectory indicated in Fig. 6
is swept along with the mean velocity U, so that x= Ut in (13b) and Y is therefore given
by the expression:

y = Co cos Xy sin ¡;(U - c)t.

Neglecting the first term to the right in (I3a) this may be written as:

(U - c)(I3c) Y = Co cos Xy sin X.
U

This satisfies the required kinematic conditions. Thus the amplitude (Co cos Xy) of the
trajectory varies from zero at the walls (y =D/ 4, 3D/4) to a maximum value of Co at the

center of the flow (y =D/2). (See Fig. 2.)
It is interesting to note that the ratio of the amplitude of the trajectory to that of the

streamline is not affected by the introduction of the boundary conditions thus far dis-
cussed. The amplitude of the streamline is easily obtainable from (4). Consider any

y

I

V.

:~--- Xi:~-':-~~--
FIG. 7

-- .. x

streamline Ý;i, and let Yi represent the mean ordinate of this line. If .!y represents the
amplitude of the streamline we may, by neglecting higher order terms, write:

vli = (U - c)Co cos Xy sin ¡;(Xi - ct) - Uy = - Uy

= (U - c)Co cos X(y + ßy) sin ¡;(X2 - ct) - U(y + ßy)

= (U - c)Co cos Xy - U(y + ßy)

sInce

sin ¡;(Xi - ct) = 0,

and

sin ¡;(X2 - ct) = I.

Subtracting these two equations from each other we get, for the amplitude of the stream-
line:

(U - c)ßy = Co cos Xy.
U

This varies in the same way as the amplitude of the trajectory between the walls y = D/4
and lD. The ratio of the two is U/(U -c). The lateral extent oj the disturbance has there-
fore no effect on the relative magnitude oj the two amplitudes.



CHAPTER III. DOUBLE LAYERS

1. DOUBLE LAYERS WITH UNIFORM UNDISTURBED VELOCITY IN EACH

Up to this point we have neglected the effect of shear completely. As an approxi-
mation to the most general case of an arbitrary velocity profile, that of a double layer
with a uniform velocity in each will be considered. The important effect of shear is that
of being a destabilizing force. If suffciently strong, shear will give rise to an unstable
wave. In the absence of this force, as can be seen for the case of the inÚtial waves just
treated, only stable waves can occur. Thus the velocity c of the disturbance just con-
sidered (equation (8)) cannot be imaginary so that instability is clearly impossible.

2. INSTABILITY IN A DOUBLE LAYER WITH No RESTORING FORCE

To see how instability arises, we will consider the case of pure shear in a double
layer, with no restoring force. The disturbed state of the originally straight line flow is

represented by Fig. 8. We may, for the purpose of this discussion, neglect the kinematic
restraints and consider only those forces due to
the curvature of the streamlines along the trough

and crest. The geostrophic wind velocity U' of the
current to the north is assumed to differ from that
to the south, which is U. We assume that there is
no variation in density from one current to the
other and that both are homogeneous and incom-
pressible.

I t is clear from the directions of the convec-
tive accelerations along AB and CD (heavy ar-
rows in Fig. 8) that the present shape of the wave
cannot persist since all of the accelerations are

acting in the same direction (counterclockwise)

and there is nothing to counterbalance this force
except the local accelerations which will be in the opposite direction (clockwise, av,jat in
Fig. 8). To ilustrate this point more fully, let v =ui+vj represent the acceleration of any
particle with respect to a fixed system of coordinates and v, that with respect to a system
moving with the velocity c of the wave. Then:

..

y
c

)
U'

o

u
)

D

FIG. 8. The action of the local accelerations avr/ at
in causing the amplitude of the wave to increase
(instability).

B

0'

A

d
v, = - (v - c) = V.

dt

For a stable wave there are no local accelerations with respect to the moving coordinate
system, so that

av,
v, = - + v,' 'iv, = v,' 'iv,.

at

This will only occur if the convective acceleration v,' 'i v, is balanced by some other
force such as the Coriolis force (e.g.: v,' 'iv,= -2!izX v) or that of gravity. If no other
balancing forces exist, then local accelerations (av,jat) set in and the direction of these

accelerations are such as to cause the wave to grow in the same direction as the pertur-
bation. A crest grows taller and a trough deeper. For if we integrate v,' 'iv, along the

16
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path ABCDA, taken as the positive direction, we get a positive value as Fig. 9 shows.
Since

av,- + v,' 'iv, = 0
at

in this case, the integral of av,jat in the same direction must be negative, so that along
AB the local acceleration will be downward (deepening trough) and along CD upward
(growing crest).

If the convective term v,' 'i v, is integrated around the closed path in a case when
instability is possible, then the velocity c and frequency p turn out to be imaginary.
Thus it is easy to show that the convective acceleration along the trough and crest is
equal to (U-c)2jr in the lower layer and (UI-c)2jr' in the upper, where rand r' are

the radii of curvature for the streamlines with respect to the moving system of both
respectively. To demonstrate this, we first note that:

; ,

av,v,' 'iv, = (U - c)-
ax,

in the lower layer, and

a v.'
v,' 'iv, = (U' - c) -

ax,

in the upper, neglecting second order terms (e.g.: u,(av,jax,)). V,=v is the perturbation
velocity in they direction and likewise for v/. Since v= +aý;jax, it can be shown by use
of equation (4) that

av, av
- = - = - fJ2CO COS Ày
ax, ax

along the trough and crest. It is also a simple matter to prove that

I fJ2Co'
- = COS ÀY,
r (U - c)

It follows therefore that

av, (U - C)2
(U - c) - =ax, r

For suffciently deep layers we can assume that (U -c)2jr and (U' -c)2jr' remain con-
stant throughout, so that the integral of the acceleration around the closed path ABCDA,
with the accelerations along the walls neglected since they are small for deep layers, yields:

(14)
f . ~(U - C)2 (U' - C)2r

v. or = +r r' = o.

Solving this for the velocity c we get:

I(I4a) c = (Ur' + Ur') :! Ý - rr'(U - U')2.
(r + r')

The last term is always imaginary which means that the wave is unstable.
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It is not diffcult to see that the addition of the accelerations along the wall will not

remove the instability since, as was previously pointed out, they act in the same counter-
clockwise direction as the centrifugal acceleration.

3. THE VELOCITY OF A WAVE IN A DOUBLE LAYER
The introduction of the Coriolis term provides a balancing force against the shearing

force. The critical point which divides the stable from the unstable wave depends on
the wave length which we may call L. We will determine this critical point now. In
order to do this we first obtain the velocity c of the wave. The stream functions for the
upper and lower layers with respect to coordinates moving at the speed of the wave can
be represented by:

(I4b)

j 1/, .
- = Co cos Xy Sil p.x, + y
c - U
~ 1/.' C .
- = 0 cas Xy Sil p.x, + y
c- u'

respectively. The lateral breadths of the upper and lower layers are assumed to be equal

and the equation of separation of the two is given by:

y = Co sin p.x,.

In integrating the equation of motion v,= -20zX v around the path ABCDA (see Fig. 8)
we first compute the integral along 0' BCO using Ý;/, then along ODAO' using ý;,. Points
o and 0' may be considered to be at a distance exactly midway between AB and CD re-
spectively. The error involved is of the second order and is therefore negligïble. Thus

the integral of the terms in the equation of motion from the walls to 0 or 0' is of the
order of Co, which by assumption is infinitesimaL. The integral of the same terms from
o or 0' to the central point is of the order Co.!y where .!y is the infinitesimal distance

from 0 or 0' to the center.
Thus we may write the integral of the equation of motion:

J v,' 

or = - 2f Oz X v'or
(ABCDA) (ABCDA)

in the form:

(IS) I v,'or + I v,'or = - 2I OZ X v'.or - 2I OZ X v'or.0' BCO ODAO' 0' BCO ODAO'
In the same manner as in the case of a single bounded layer we can easily show that each
of the terms in (i 5) can be expressed in the following manner:

(isa) f v,'or= JIB dv.' Oy+fc du.' ox+fo dv.' oyl0' BCO t 0' dt B dt C dt r

I f I D dv.' fA du, J 0' dv, ~v,' or = -oy+ -ox+ -oyODAO' 0 dt D dt A dt(ish)

(ISc) 2I Oz X v'.or = 2JC Ozu'ox0' BCO B
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(ISd) zf Oz X v'or = 2fA QzuoxODAO' D
where the subscript r indicates motion relative to the moving system of coordinates.

Within such a system stationary conditions prevail so that all partial derivatives with
respect to time vanish. Thus:

dvr' avr'
- = (U - c) -dt ax,

neglecting higher order terms (see Page 17). Similar expressions hold for the other terms.
It is important to note that in (i sc) and (i Sd) both u and u' are not expressed in co-

ordinates relative to the moving system. The reason for this is obvious since the Coriolis
force is independent of the moving coordinate system. In the case of the convective
accelerations (lsa) and (ISb) however, the introduction of moving coordinates does not
affect their value since translation merely adds a constant c which drops out when the
time derivative is taken.

Substituting the stream functions (14b) in (lsa, b, c, d) the following values are

obtained:

(i 6a) fB dvr' fC dur' fO dvr' (fJ2 + À2)-oy + -ox + -oy = 2(C - U)2Co '\0' dt B dt C dt A
(16b) fD dv.' fA du, JOf dv, (fJ2 + À2)- oy + - ox + - oy = 2(C - U')2CO° dt D dt A dt À

f C 2(C - U)ßCo
2 Qzu'ox =B À(i 6c)

(i6d) 2 JDA
2(C - U')ßCoQzuox = .

À

Equation (15) therefore becomes:

(17)

. ß
(c - U)2 + (c - U')2 = - - i (c - U) + (c - U') 14112 (D + D2)

DD2

or

U + U' I J ßDD2 L I /( ßDD2 )2
2 - -; t4112(D + D2)r - -;1 4112(U + D2) - (U - U')2.

Equation (17a) gives the velocity c of the wave where the effect of shear (U - U') and
the fini!t:~l~x~Lext:ent Q(thewave is taken into. account. Uno shear is present (U = U'),
then (17a) reduces to the case previously derived (see equation (7)). And for this case,
as the width D of the two layers becomes large compared to the wave length L, we

obtain the expression for an infinitely wide layer:

(I7a) C =

ßDc=U--
4112
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(see equation (8)). For the case of wide layers where the shear does not vanish, we obtain:

(18) c = U+ u' _~(ßD) _~ . /(ßD)2_ (U- U')2.
2 2 4112 2 11 4112

4. LENGTH OF STATIONARY WAVES IN DOUBLE LAYERS
When the disturbance is stationary (c=o) equation (17) reduces to:

L 2D2
(U2 + U'2) = ß(U + U') ·

4112(L.2 + D2)

from which the stationary wave length L. is obtainable:

(19)
I

L. = . / ß ( U + U' ) I

11 4112 U2 + U'2 D2
For wide layers the stationary wave length is:

. / U2 + U'2L.", = 211 1Iß(U + U') .

The full significance of equation (19) is indicated in Fig. 9. Given the velocities U and
Uf and the width D,we can immediately determine whether or not a stationary wave
length is possible. Thus, for a given latitude we construct a circle of

(I 9a)

D2ß
radius

4ýî 112 (D2ß D2ß)
and center -, - .

8112 8112

If U and U' fall within this circle, a stationary wave length is possible. As the point
approaches the circumference, its stationary wave length becomes larger. At the cir-
cumference, it is infinite in size, and outside the circle, it is imaginary (no stationary
wave length is possible there). From equation (19) we can obtain the equivalent of the
above remarks.

When ~ ( U + U' ) )0 -=,
4112 U2 + U'2 D2

¡When ;2 ( ~ : ~:2) = ~2'

When ~ ( U + U' ) ~ -=,
4112 U2 + U'2 D2

5. LENGTH OF STATIONARY WAVES IN INFINITE DOUBLE LAYERS
In Table I we have tabulated the values of L. for various cases of shear in deep

layers and in Fig. 10 we see the limiting case of Fig. 9 as D becomes infinitely large.
The curves of constant L. are plotted with U and U' il.S coordinates. These curves are
all circles passing through the origin. The limiting circle of Fig. 9 is now a straight line.

U and U' are within the region of possible stationary

wave lengths.

(I9b) L. is infinite.

L. is imaginary. No stationary wave length is possible.
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All points below this line yield imaginary wave lengths. In Fig. 9 the radius rL. of the
circle of constant L. is equal to:

( L.2 )I + L82 r,

where r is the radius of the limiting circle.
I t is interesting to note the following points which both Table I and Fig. 10 indicate.

The stationary wave length does not depend on shear alone as does the critical wave

LS=IMAGINARY

L/= co5

Ls= REAL

_ D2ß---- -r~ 2
4Y2 7T

FIG. 9. Lengths of stationary waves for double layers of
varying lateral even t.

length Lc (the wave length at which instability sets in. See page 26). It obviously de-
pends on the values of the velocities themselves. Thus for (U - U') =4 mjsec, we may
have the following values of L. for latitude 30°:
when

u = + 8,
U = + 12,
U = + 16,

ui = + 4,
,Ul = + 8,
U' = + 12,

L. = 3640 km

L8 = 4550 km

L8 = 5350 km etc.

This increase in analogous to the ordinary increase in stationary wave length with
velocity when there is but a single unbounded layer.

For the infinite double layer with both U and U' positive, L. lies in between the
values of L. for single layers of velocity U and U'. Furthermore it is impossible to obtain
a stationary wave length in a single layer if the geostrophic wind is negative, since

L. becomes imaginary in that case (equation (8)). This is not so for the double layer.
As long as (U+ U') is not negative a stationary wave length is possible. Thus if is possible

. ~--
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for easterly winds to exist either to the north or south of westerlies and still get stationary
waves, provided the absolute value of the westerlies is greater than that of the easterlies.

When one of the winds is easterly, there is a marked increase in L. for the double

TABLE I
LENGTH OF THE STATIONARY WAVE AS A FUNCTION OF THE VELOCITIES U AND U' FOR AN INFINITE

DOUBLE LAYER AND DIFFERENT LATITUDES.

LATITUDE~ 0 +4 +8 +12 +16 -4 -8 -12 -16
m/sec m/sec m/sec m/sec m/sec m/sec m/sec m/sec m/sec

4 2822 2822 3650 4450 5220 C( i i i

8 3990 3650 4020 4550 5300 63IO C( i i

30° 12 4888 4450 4550 4900 5350 6310 10200 C( i

16 5644 5220 5300 5350 5650 6640 8950 14100 C(

20 6310 5870 5760 5830 6030 7200 8760 rr64° 18100

4 3120 3120 4050 4930 5770 C( i i i

8 4412 4050 4412 5040 5840 6970 C( i i

45° 12 5405 4930 5040 5405 59IO 6970 11250 C( i

16 6241 5770 5840 5910 6241 7430 9860 15600 C(

20 6978 6490 6360 6430 6660 7960 9690 12850 20700

4 3713 3713 4830 5900 6910 C( i i i

8 5252 4830 5252 5990 6960 8350 C( i i

60° 12 6432 5900 5990 6432 7050 8350 13390 C( i

16 7428 6910 6960 7050 7428 8890 i 1760 18560 C(

20 8304 7760 7580 7660 7930 9530 rr520 15300 23700

i=imaginary

layer. Thus when U=+20 mjsec and U'= -4 mjsec at latitude 45°, L.=7960 km as
compared to 6978 km for the single layer. When U' = - 8 mj see, L. = 9690 km, an in-
crease of more than 40% over the single layer value.

6. LENGTH OF STATIONARY WAVES IN FINITE DOUBLE LAYERS

Table II and Fig. i i show the stationary wave lengths for several cases of shear

where the lateral extent of the disturbance stretches from the pole to the equator. The
same remarks which were made with regard to Table I and Fig. 10 apply to Table II
and Fig. i 1. Thus L. of the double layer is in between those for single layers with ve-
locities U and U'. Again L. is imaginary for easterly geostrophic winds for the single
layer whereas easterly winds with real values for L. are again possible for double layers
providing (U+ U') is positive.

A comparison of Figs. 10 and II or equations (19) and (I9a) shows that the effect
of the introduction of walls in the case of double layers is to increase the size of the
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stationary wave length for any given values of U and U'. Thus at latitude 45° for:
U=+12 m/sec and U'=+8 m/sec

L. = 5040 km, for the infinite double layer, .

L. = 5800 km, for the finite double layer.

U
M/SEC

FIG. ro. Lengths of stationary waves for an infinite double layer.

For: U=+8 m/sec and U'= -4 m/sec

L. = 6970 km, for the infinite double layer,

L. = 9750 km, for the finite double layer.

In the latter case..the introduction of walls at a distance of 10,000 km from each other
causes an increase:in wave length of about 30%.
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7. THE CRITICAL WAVE LENGTH Lc

It is obvious from (18) that for suffciently strong shear, instability will set in, since
(U - U') will become larger than the Coriolis term (ßU I 4712) 2. If we hold (U - U') fixed,
then instability occurs if the wave length L. is made suffciently smalL. Conversely, the

TABLE II
LENGTHS OF STATIONARY WAVES AS A FUNCTION OF THE VELOCITIES U AND U', FOR A

FINITE DOUBLE LAYER AND DIFFERENT LATITUDES, WITH D= 10,00 KM.

LATITUDE~ 0 +4 +8 +12 +16 +20 -4 -8
m/sec m/sec m/sec m/sec m/sec m/sec m/sec m/sec---- --

4 2,940 km 2,94° 3,910 4,950 5,95° 7,230 i i-- --
8 4,350 3,910 4,350 5,13° 6,010 7,010 7,93° i--- --

30° 12 5,600 4,950 5,130 5,600 6,290 7,140 7,930 i- --
16 6,850 5,95° 6,010 6,290 6,850 7,480 8,180 17 , 900---- --
20 8,120 7,230 7,010 7,14° 7,480 8,120 II ,300 18,350---- --
4 3,280 3,280 4,400 5,710 7,000 8,500 i i---- --
8 4,820 4,400 4,820 5,800 6,970 7 ;800 9,750 i---- --

12 6,440 5,710 5,800 6,44° 7,320 8,420 9,750 i
45°

---- --
16 8,000 7,000 6,970 7,320 8,000 8,990 II ,050 70,750---- --
20 9,750 8,500 7,800 8,420 8,990 9,75° 41,99° 42 ,750---- --
4 4,000 4,000 5,460 7,270 8,430 12,430 i i---- --
8 6,160 5,460 6,160 7,500 8,620 II,550 15,00 i---- --

60° 12 8,410 7,27° 7,500 8,410 9,900 II, 950 15,00 i---- --
16 i i , IOO 8,430 8,620 9,900 II ,100 13,100 19,100 i---- --
20 14,900 12,43° II,55° II, 950 13,100 14,900 88 ,300 i

i = imaginary

larger the wave length and the smaller the shear, the less the instability which occurs.
The stabilizing effect of the Coriolis force is clearly indicated in (18). If we neglect this
force, we get:

U+U'c = - h/- (U- U')2
2

which is imaginary for all values of U and U' except when U = U'. This is the case of
pure shear.

In the more general solution (17a) we can see the effect of the finite boundaries on
the stability of the wave. The first term underneath the radical can be written:

r ßU )2
1 4112( ~: + I)
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If we compare this with the corresponding term in (18) it is clear that the introduction
of the walls leads to less stability.

8. CRITICAL WAVE LENGTHS FOR INFINITE DOUBLE LAYERS

In ,the case of disturbances of infinite lateral extent, equation (18) enables us to

~~
--00

7~

20
U'

M/5EC

FIG. II. Lengths of stationary waves for a double layer where D= 10,000 km.

obtain the critical wave lengths Lc at which instability sets in. Thus, if the radical in
(i 8) is not to be imaginary it is necessary that

(ßL )2 ~ (U _ U')2.4112

Hence

L _ . /4112(U - U') .c -1/ ß
Table III indicates the variation of this critical value for different latitudes and shear.
It is evident from (20) that L depends only on the difference in wind velocities and not

on the actual wind velocities in each layer.

(20)
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TABLE II

CRITICAL WAVE LENGTHS AS A FUNCTION OF SHEAR (U-U'), FOR AN INFINITE DOUBLE LAYER
AND DIFFERENT LATITUDES.~ 4 m/sec 8 m/sec 12 m/sec 16 m/sec 20 m/sec

LATITUDE

30° 2,820 km 4,020 4,880 5,650 6,310

45° 3,120 4,450 5,390 6,250 7,000

60° 3,712 5,270 6,420 7,430 8,330

9. CRITICAL WAVE LENGTHS FOR FINITE DOUBLE LAYERS
From equation (I7a) we can obtain the critical wave lengths where the disturbance

is of finite lateral extent. Setting the expression under the radical equal to zero we get.

I

, / ß I
'V 4112 (U - U') D2

Fig. 12 shows the variation of Lc for different values of shear, latitude and lateral extent.
Table iv contains some tabulated values for Lc when D= 10,000 km. The effect of

TABLE iv

Lc =

CRITICAL WAVE LENGTHS AS A FUNCTION OF SHEAR (U-U'), FOR A FINITE DOUBLE LAYER
AND DIFFERENT LATITUDES.~ 4 m/sec 8 m/sec 12 m/sec 16 m/sec 20 m/sec

LATITUDE

30° 2,940 km 4,350 5,600 6,830 8,130

45° 3,290 4,925 6,440 8,025 9,780

60° 4,010 6,180 8,425 II ,630 15,00

boundaries on critical wave lengths is similar to that on stationary ones. In both cases

the wave length increases as the lateral extent of the wave diminishes. For small values
of shear, the increase in wave length is slight, whereas for large values the increase is
quite appreciable. Thus for (U - U') =4 mjsec, .

Lc = 2820 km for the deep layer,

Lc = 2940 km for the shallow one,

while for (U - U') = 20 mj see,

Lc = 6310 km for the deep layer,

Lc = 8130 km for the shallow one,

where both cases are in latitude 30°. The effect of boundaries is much more pronounced
for strong shear than for weak. The dotted lines in Fig. 12 shows this effect very clearly.
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10. EDDIES ON THE ISENTROPIC CHART

The occurrence of eddies on the isentropic chart is a well known phenomenon. We
may, by means of the foregoing analysis, get some insight into one of the factors which
determine the size of the eddies which are thrown off from westerly currents. We are
interested in explaining not the maintenance of any given eddy, but rather the manner
in which the instability gives rise to an eddy, and the determination of the maximum
size of the original eddy which is thrown off.

We may take Lc as a measure of the initial size of these eddies. Fig. 13 indicates the
transition from the original perturbation to the final eddy. The isentropic charts on

pages 28, 29, and 30, show some good examples of well formed eddies. Fig. 12 shows

18,000

15pOO
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3pOO
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FIG. 12. Critical wave lengths for a double layer for varying
lateral extents, latitude 30°.

the maximum size of the eddies. It is clear that for the infinite double layer, the initial
size of the eddy cannot exceed that indicated in Fig. 12 (e.g.: for a given (U - U'), L
cannot fall above the dashed line for D = 00). If the length of the disturbance exceeds
the maximum indicated, then a stable wave results and the eddy does not occur.

It should be kept in mind that the effect of gravity as a stabiÌizing force has not been

considered. Also the effect of vertical stretching on the propagation of the wave and its
stability has been omitted. These will affect not only the maximum sizes ot eddies
possible, but also operate towards setting a lower limit to their size. It should also be
remembered that the shear which normally occurs in the atmosphere is not concentrated
along a single line as are the cases treated here. In spite of these limitations the figures

which we have included bear out our conclusions that Lc is an important factor in
limiting the size of the eddies. Thus, the isentropic chart for June 25, 1937 shows an eddy
of approximately 3000 km over the southeastern part of the United States. The wind
distribution is such as to give a discontinuity parallel to the eastern shoreline, of shear
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(U - U') = 10 m/sec. The maximum size indicated by Fig. i 2 for D = 10,000 km is 4000
km which is in good agreement with the size of the eddy on the isentropic chart. The isen-
tropic charts over the U ni ted States for June 26 and June 27, 1937 ( see Technique and Ex-

~
FIG. 13. The growth in amplitude of a wave whose wave length is below the critical one Le.

g g g 8o II 0 't'I l' ft l'
\ i I r;0

;i
I

6-310.
JUNE. 25,1937 A.M.

Isentropic Chart for June 25, 1937. Solid lines are lines of specific humidity while dotted lines are lines of elevation (in
meters) of the chosen surface above sea leveL. "M" signifies the center of a moist tongue, "D" the center of a dry tongue.
"H" and "L" are entered at the crests and troughs of the isentropic sheet. The numbers to the right of the aerological sta-
tions are, in the order listed, the specific humidity, the elevation, and the relative humidity at the given isentropic sheet.
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amples of Isentropic Analysis by Jerome Namias) yield the same results.* Further
examples of these eddies may be found in the same volume. t

In these cases the flow of the undisturbed currents is not from west to east. It is
quite legitimate, however, to apply the previous results to such flow. The magnitude of
waves for currents which cross circles of latitude will lie in between those which we
have computed. To see this we merely have to substitute ß+.!ß for ß, in our fund a-

Isentropic Chart for June 26, 1937

iii ¡¡I-I

mental equations. There will then be a correction factor due to .!ß. This factor, however,
is so small that it will not materially affect our results.

11. UNEQUAL LAYERS

The equation for this case can be obtained by going back to the expression for the
streamlines (14b). Introducing X = 271jD for the lower and X' = 271jD' for the upper layer,
we may carry through' the same integrations as before. The same group of equations

* Papers in Physical Oceanography and Meteorology, VoL. VII, NO.3.
t Isentropic Analysis of a Case of Anticyclogenesis by Ritchie G. Simmers.
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(16a, b, c, d) are obtained except for the substitution of).' for). in the northern layer.
Instead of equation (16) we obtain:

(21) (D2 + D) (D'2 + D)(c - U)2 D + (c - U')2 D'
ßU

- - lD(c - U) + D'(c - U)l.
4112

12. SUMMARY

We have seen how the method of circulation integrals may be used in obtaining the
formula for the velocity of a wave for an infinite or a finite horizontal layer. The same

e-310.
JUNE. 27,1937 A.M.

,\ 7
,,6,B /"300~ '._72,
.. ..3000

Isentropic Chart for June 27, 1937

method applied to several cases of shear enables us to compute the wave velocities, the
lengths of stationary waves, and the critical wave lengths for the double horizontal

layer of finite and infinite extent. It is found that the ratio of the amplitudes of the
trajectories to that of the streamlines is not affected by the presence of kinematic

restraints. The critical wave lengths are a measure of the instability arising from the
action of shear. These wave lengths are found to compare favorably with the sizes of
eddies found on the isentropic charts.



APPENDIX

We present a proof to show that it is quite legitimate to apply our results to a non-
horizon tal isentropic surface. C: B

,
,
i
,
,
~-------- --- ------ -- ------ - --
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I
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D /

FIG. 14. The sloping isentropic surface.

If ABCD represents a rectangular area lying within a plane isentropic surface (see
Fig. 14) then

(22)
f v. or = -f a'ip.or - 2f 0 X v'or -f 'icp.orABCDA

= - 2 fox v. or

since there are no solenoids withi,n this surface, and 'i cP is a conservative vector
('iX 'icP=o). We may let

o = Oy + Oz

and

v = (U + ul)i + v'j + w' k = VH + W' k

where ßy and Oz are the horizontal and vertical components of 0, and ul, v', w' are the
perturbed velocities. Then

(0 X v).or = (Oy + oz) X (VH + wlk)'or = 0

along BC and DA, but

(0 X v)'or = (oz X VH + Oy X (wlk))'or = (Oz X vH.or)

along BA and CD since or is perpendicular to OyX (w' k) there. Thus equation (22) re-
duces to the familiar form already treated in the case of a horizontal surface:

f v'or = - 2J OZ X VH'orABCDA
(23)

(see Equation 3).
It is interesting to note in this connection that if we assume that the north-south

cross section for surfaces of constant potential temperature, density, etc. is the same
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for every longitude then no rectangular surface, whose edge is oriented west to east,
can have any solenoids on it. This follows because the intersection of the latter surface
with the former yields parallel lines only. This implies that no solenoids can exist within
either a horizontal or isentropic plane surface of the kind we have mentioned.
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